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“what?”

“Could the Dark God be Daxia’s two types of existence?”

Lucifer’s face was serious.

“Do not rule out this possibility! He is too powerful! There is such a possibility!”

the other side.

Levi Garrison returned to Kunlun College with a large team.
Everyone looked at them as if they were looking at a group of fools.

“Obviously it is the best academy in the world, but because of their existence, it is downgraded!”

…
Whenever Levi Garrison and his party passed by, the voices of this kind were endless.

But Jiao Tianyu didn’t care.

When they came to the academy and looked at other people, they had a feeling of looking at little kids.

For their ridicule, I didn’t bother to refute it.

Their vision and future plans have all changed.

In the future, there is no such thing as Kunlun College.

This group of people is even less worthy of being their opponent.

There is no idea to let them take a second look.

This also couldn’t ridicule Levi Garrison.

He organized everyone to start practicing.

He also started practicing.

Now the critical moment.

He seemed to be in an arms race with the Lab of the Gods.

Can’t let go of a moment.

The next few days.

The entire Kunlun College began to enter the teaching stage.

The tutors began to personally guide, and the academy was full of enthusiasm.

After Levi Garrison finished practicing by himself, he guided his students again.

Next, he began to wander around the academy.

He first observed in Ye Zhantian’s team…

On the one hand, it is to select good seedlings, on the other hand, it is to screen out the spies.

Behind Ye Qingtian’s team…

Next, Levi Garrison went in and out of the ranks of other mentors.

Observe all students one by one.

Therefore, Levi Garrison’s behavior looks a little weird.

“Levi Garrison, what are you doing? Are you stealing a lesson?”

